Chapter 1

Description of Web Page Introduction
This chapter starts with a short discussion of the general issues of the web page development followed by the specific problem statement, and project objectives. It further discusses the description and installation requirements of the web page, then ends with the project limitations and possible future research applications.
General Issues
The Air Force battlelabs came into existence in 1997 to provide for a quick means to identify innovative ideas and to measure how well those ideas contribute to the mission of the Air Force. The Air Force chose six battlelabs. The six battlelabs are designed to be small, focused, and rely on field innovation. Along with the development came the need to identify how the battlelabs were going to get their contracting support 1
Problem Statement
Once the battlelabs were established, there was much discussion among battlelab and contracting personnel on how to best get contracting support. They identified the need for support but the battlelabs were not sure if they needed a contracting officer permanently attached, or supported from the host base contracting office.
Project Objectives
The overall reason for this project was the perceived need for melding contracting within the battlelab environment. The battlelab's mission is to "Rapidly identify and prove the worth of innovative ideas which improve the ability of the Air Force to execute its Core Competencies in support of Joint Vision 2010 & Joint Warfighting." With this rapid identification comes the need for streamlined procedures both within the Battlelabs and contracting. This fast paced marriage will work for getting the innovative ideas and technology from the idea stage to actual usage. Here the contracting community needs to work closely and have at its disposal all the tools necessary for execution. With a lot of battlelab contracting information in this web site, the time to innovation practice is reasoned to be much less.
In addition to a broad speed increase, this web page project was started with three goals in mind. The first goal was to give the battlelab personnel an easy point of reference for finding general contracting knowledge and where to get contracting help if needed. The second goal was to give contracting specialists attempting to help the battlelabs a single location for increasing their battlelab knowledge. The third goal was to assist the contractors trying to do business with the battlelabs, again with a single starting point to get familiar with the battlelabs, and find the contracting instruments needed to present the contractor's proposals.
Scope of Project
The web page is not meant to be an end all product. The intent is to give a broad starting point for an integration of contracting within the battlelab environment. It is intended to consolidate the way in which contracting information is made available to the battlelabs, Air Force contracting personnel and to contractors seeking business opportunities within the battlelabs.
Description and Installation of Web Page
The web page was designed using Microsoft Front Page 98 (FP). There are peculiarities to FP that require certain FP file extensions be included when publishing the web page to a web site. Therefore, this web site requires a formal upload from within FP to work properly. There is hidden hypertext markup language (javascript) that is uneditable by the web page creator without extensive java script knowledge. The author was able to transfer the product from a home computer to the school provided laptop without too much difficulty. There are two nuances that seem to be a regular occurrence when transferring data not using the FP internal publishing method. When copying the web page down to a disk the default home page's name would be changed from "default" to "index." This was easily corrected by renaming the document on the disk before uploading it to the laptop. The other nuance is the inability of the default web page to be identified by the other internal web pages. At times the "home" link points to the actual file folder that contains the default page. The only remedy here is to then double click on the "default.htm" file name. This action will bring you back to the actual home page.
The project is a straightforward running web page that should work with any normal web server. The FP program file extensions are such that the entire web page is a fairly small data file. Therefore, there are no minimum system requirements beyond the ability to run a normal web browser.
Installation of the program is accomplished by uploading the information to an existing web server. This is easily done through FP by simply selecting the "publish web" button within the program. It has been tested and works without error with Microsoft's Internet Explorer 4.0 and 5.0. The entire "zipped" file can also be installed directly to any web server. However, the previously mentioned nuances will occur.
Once the file is installed on a server, or on a personal computer, you start the program by opening the "default.htm" page. This is the home page anchor for the web site, and is the gateway to the entire site. You can then navigate throughout the web site as you would any other site.
Project Limitations and Future Research Applications
This project is meant to be a starting point from which to build and or accompany other existing web sites. Several web sites exist that aid in the battlelab environment, but the author did not find specific information in one place that integrated the contracting and battlelab aspect. There is a great deal of contracting information that could contribute to the battlelabs ability to complete their mission. Both the contracting and battlelab communities should build a more refined focal point that will facilitate an exchange of ideas.
A specific area of concentration should be a single page of accepted and ongoing evaluation of projects. Right now, each battlelab has their own page of successes, so finding out what technology is being accepted by whom is a tedious affair. There should also be some effort from the contracting community to share it's experiences with different battlelab contract agreements and nuances associated with technology innovation. 
Notes
